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Access and Egress
1.

Areas of access and egress must be adequately lit.

2.

If material may fall on a worker, overhead protection shall be provided.

3.

Access to and egress from a work area located above or below ground level
shall be by stairs, runway, ramp or ladder.

4.

Areas of access and egress shall be kept clear of obstructions.

5.

Areas of access and egress shall be kept clear of snow, ice, or other
slippery material.

6.

Areas of access and egress shall be treated with sand or similar material
when necessary to ensure a firm footing.
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Solvents and Flammable Liquids

Cleaning solvents are used in day-to-day work activities to clean tools and equipment.
Special care must be taken to protect the worker from hazards which may be created
from the use of these liquids. Wherever possible, solvents should be nonflammable and
nontoxic.
The foreman must be aware of all solvents/flammables that are used on the job, and be
sure that all workers who use these materials have been instructed in their proper use
and any hazard they pose. The following practices will apply when solvents/flammables
are used:
1.

Use nonflammable solvents for general cleaning.

2.

When flammable liquids are used, make sure that no hot work is permitted
in the area.

3.

Store flammables and solvents in special storage areas.

4.

Check toxic hazards of all solvents before use (MSDS).

5.

Provide adequate ventilation where all solvents and flammables are being
used.

6.

Use goggles or face shields to protect the face and eyes from splashes or
sprays.

7.

Use rubber gloves to protect the hands.

8.

Wear protective clothing to prevent contamination of worker’s clothes.

9.

When breathing hazards exist, use the appropriate respiratory protection.

10. Never leave solvents in open tubs or vats. Return them to storage drums or
tanks.

11. Ensure that proper containers are used for transportation, storage and the
field use of solvents/flammables.
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Company Vehicles
All employees who operate Reagan vehicles must hold a valid driver’s license
applicable to the type of vehicle being operated as a condition of employment.
Do
1.

Check vehicle fluid levels, running gear and electrical components prior to
use.

2.

Operate at or below posted speed limits and at a speed that is appropriate
for road conditions.

3.

Back into your parking space at ALL times.

4.

Walk around the vehicle prior to reversing.

5.

Ensure that all loads are covered and properly secured.

6.

Ensure that the vehicle is kept clean.

7.

Treat the public in a courteous manner at all times.

8.

Always wear your seat-belt when the unit is in motion.

Do Not
1.

Use company vehicles for personal business at any time.

2.

Operate a defective vehicle. Report any problems to a mechanic and have it
repaired prior to use.

3.

Offer rides to anyone other than Reagan employees.

4.

Allow passengers to ride in the back of a pick-up or any unit that is not
equipped with approved seats and restraining devices.

5.

Leave the vehicle running and unattended.

6.

Operators are responsible for any fines that are levied.

7.

Serious violations, such as careless driving, may result in termination.
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Confined Spaces Responsibilities

Senior Management
Senior management shall, before work begins:


Identify confined space locations and work areas and identify confined
space work procedures required



Provide confined spaces training for direct-hire employees



Conduct or arrange for gas testing and monitoring of the confined space
atmosphere.

Supervisors
The supervisor shall, before work begins:


Obtain “Safe Work Permit” from client if required and follow the confined
space work procedures appropriate for the worksite



Provide necessary ventilation, breathing apparatus, safety staff and
rescue equipment.

Workers
All workers shall:


Test respiratory and rescue equipment before use.

Subcontractors
All subcontractors shall:


Take responsibility for any confined space equipment and training for their

employees.
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Electrical Safety

Accidental contact with electrical components can have deadly consequences. Always
refer to the manufacturer's recommended operating practices prior to using new
electrical appliances, tools and equipment. Use the following guidelines to reduce the
risk of personal injury.
1.

All electrical tools and appliances will be double insulated or have a three
prong plug-in.

2.

Only qualified and authorized electricians are allowed to service and repair
electrical appliances, tools and equipment.

3.

Prior to operating electrical powered tools and equipment, ensure that you
are working on a dry surface.

4.

Tools with damaged cords, grounds and housing units are to be tagged “Out
of Service” and sent for repair.

5.

Missing or damaged ground plugs of any appliance, tool or piece of
equipment are to be repaired prior to use.

6.

Damaged extension cords shall be tagged “Out of Service”, repaired or
replaced as warranted.

7.

Always stand to the side of a service box when resetting a breaker.

8.

Disconnect power tools from power source before making adjustments.
Defective equipment needs to be tagged “Out of Service” and removed.

9.

Tools with electrical arcing brushes should be removed when you feel any
tingling during use.
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Fall Protection

Working from Scaffolds
1.

Scaffold platforms must be fully planked.

2.

Guardrails consisting of a top rail, mid-rail and toeboard are required
whenever the working platform is 8 feet or more above floor level.

3.

Wheels and casters must be locked when personnel are working on the
scaffold.

4.

If the scaffold is more than 8 feet high, it must not be moved with personnel
on it unless:
a. they wear full body harness with lanyard and shock absorber tied off to
an independent fixed support, and
b. the floor is firm and level.

Working from Ladders
1.

A worker must wear a full body harness with lanyard and shock absorber
tied off to either an independent fixed support or a lifeline whenever the
worker is:
a. 10 feet or more above the floor, or
b. above operating machinery, or
c. above hazardous substances or objects.

Working from Swing Stages
1.

A worker must wear a full body harness with lanyard and shock absorber
tied off to:
a. an independent lifeline, if the swing stage has only two independent
suspension lines, or

b. the swing stage, if it has four independent suspension lines (two at
each end).
Working Beside Unprotected Openings and Edges
1.

A worker must wear a full body harness with lanyard and shock absorber
tied off to an independent fixed support whenever the worker is more than
10 feet above the next level or whenever the worker is above operating
machinery, hazardous substances or objects regardless of the possible fall
height.

Full Body Harnesses, Lanyards, and Shock Absorbers
1.

All full body harnesses, lanyards, and shock absorbers must be certified.

2.

Full body harnesses must be snug-fitting and worn with all hardware and
straps intact and properly fastened.

3.

Lanyards must be 5/8" diameter nylon or equivalent.

4.

Lanyards must be equipped with a shock absorber.

Lifelines
1.

All lifelines must be:







5/8" diameter polypropylene or equivalent;
used by only one worker at a time;
free from any danger of chafing;
free of cuts, abrasions and other defects;
long enough to reach the ground or knotted at the end to prevent the
lanyard from running off the lifeline; and
secured to a solid object

Rope Grabbing Devices
1.

To attach the lanyard of a full body harness to a lifeline, use a mechanical
rope grab that has been certified.
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Fall Protection

The Construction Regulation 29cfr1926 requires that:
1.

Employers ensure that workers using a fall protection system are trained in
its use and given adequate oral and written instructions.

2.

Training and instruction records are kept, including training and instruction
dates and workers' names.

3.

Employers make training and instruction records available to inspectors on
request.

4.

Supervisors verify that appropriate fall protection systems are in place on a
project

All new site personnel must receive proper fall protection training. All personnel must
bring their fall arrest equipment to the training.
It is the expectation that all employees will have the knowledge to:


know how to use the fall arrest equipment properly,



recognize hazards, and



determine if other controls can be put in place to limit the need for fall arrest
(e.g. guardrails).

It is the superintendent's responsibility to ask the subcontractors' foremen if the worker
using fall protection has been trained.
Fall protection systems must be in place if any worker is exposed to any of the following
conditions:
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1.

Falling more than 6 feet.

2.

Falling more than 4 feet, if the work area is used as a path for a
wheelbarrow or similar equipment.

3.

Falling into operating machinery.

4.

Falling into water or another liquid.

5.

Falling into or onto a hazardous substance or object.

6.

Falling through an opening on a work surface.

2
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Fire and Fire Extinguishers

Good housekeeping is essential in the prevention of fires. Fires can start anywhere and
at any time. This is why it is important to know the type of fire extinguisher to use and
how to use it. Always keep fire extinguishers visible with easy access. Fire
extinguishers have to be properly maintained. Where temperature is a factor, ensure
that care is taken in selecting the right extinguisher. Workers must receive training
before using fire extinguishing equipment.

Types of Fires
1.

2.

3.

Class A: Wood, paper, rags, rubbish and other ordinary combustible
materials.


Recommended Extinguishers: Water from a hose, pump type water
can, pressurized extinguisher, or soda acid.



Fighting the Fire: Soak the fire completely – even the smoking embers.

Class B: Flammable liquids, oil and grease.


Recommended Extinguishers: ABC units, dry chemical, foam and
carbon dioxide.



Fighting the Fire: Start at the base of the fire and use a swinging
motion from side to side, always keeping the fire in front of you.

Class C: Electrical equipment.


Recommended extinguishers: Carbon dioxide and dry chemical (ABC
units).



Fighting the Fire: Use short bursts on the fire. When the electrical
current is shut off on a Class C fire, it can become a Class A fire if

materials around the electrical fire are ignited.
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Fire Protection

Fire prevention requires special attention.
1.

Keep all entrances and exits clear of obstructions such as vehicles,
equipment and general clutter at all times.

2.

Correct poor housekeeping practices.

3.

Use appropriate shielding of flammable surfaces when performing hot work.

4.

Remember that grinders are capable of throwing red hot particles
approximately 30 feet.

5.

Keep your work area free of unnecessary combustible materials.

6.

Use proper degreasing agents. Never use gasoline or other “flammable
liquids” for degreasing or cleaning.

Fire Fighting Equipment
1.

All workers should know the location of the fire fighting equipment in their
area.

2.

Fire extinguishers are to be checked monthly.

3.

Never return an empty extinguisher to its fire station. Clearly mark it “MT”
with chalk and exchange it for a charged unit.

4.

All fire extinguishers will be inspected on an annual basis by a certified
company.

5.

All workers must receive training before using fire extinguishing equipment.
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Forklifts

Properly operated forklifts make material handling effortless. However, when the forklift
or operator limitations are exceeded they can be very dangerous.
Adhering to the following general operating rules can greatly reduce the risk of personal
injury and property damage:
1.

Operate only if you have been trained.

2.

Never exceed manufacturer’s load rating.

3.

Inspect all components prior to use.

4.

Keep forks and speed low at all times.

5.

When parked, always place forks flat on the ground.

6.

Drive in reverse when moving bulky items to avoid blind spots.

7.

Ensure forks are fully seated and square when lifting pallets.

8.

Do not move damaged or improperly loaded pallets.

9.

Do not carry passengers.

10. Never leave a machine unattended with an elevated load.
11. The use of a seat belt is required.
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Gas Cylinders

1.

Gas cylinders, when not in use, must be stored outdoors and in locked
designated area(s).

2.

Different gases should be stored separately and isolated from other
flammables, such as gasoline, solvents, oil and lumber.

3.

Keep full cylinders separate from empty cylinders.

4.

Gas cylinders are to be stored in an upright position, valve capped and
secured in position.

5.

A crane or hoist must not be used to transport gas cylinders.

6.

A gas cylinder must be adequately secured when taken to a work area.

7.

Always use proper fitting wrenches when making connections. Do not use
vise grips or pipe wrenches.

8.

Check valves for leaks using a soapy liquid around the valve connection.

9.

No one shall use compressed air or gas to blow dust from their clothes and
no one shall blow compressed air or gas at any other worker.
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Guardrails

Falls from heights are a leading cause of injury and death on construction sites. You
don’t have to fall far to be injured or killed. If a worker can fall 4 feet or more or where a
fall from a lesser height involves an unusual risk of injury, fall protection must be put in
place. Guardrails are often the best and most convenient means of fall protection.
1. Workers installing or removing guardrails above 4 feet will be tied off to prevent
falls.
2. Ensure guardrail material is free of damage and defect.
3. Support posts should be no more than 8 ft apart and securely anchored.
4. All guardrails must be complete:


top rail 3 feet above platform;



mid rail halfway between top rail and toeboard; and



toeboard secured to inner side of posts.

5. No work begins in the area until guardrails have been inspected by crew
foreman.
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Hazardous Materials

Transporting Flammable Liquids
1.

Gasoline and other highly flammable liquids must not be carried in the
passenger compartment of a vehicle.

2.

Gasoline and other highly flammable liquids must be transported and stored
in approved containers.

3.

Ensure that the containers are not damaged and that caps or fittings are
properly secured after filling.

4.

Flammable liquids must be transported in an upright position, braced or
otherwise secured to prevent overturning.

5.

Provide a 5ABC fire extinguisher in the driver's compartment when gasoline
or other flammable liquids are transported.

6.

Do not use gasoline as a cleaner.

7.

Gasoline engines should be shut off and allowed to cool before refuelling.

Propane
1.

Unless designed for horizontal use, propane cylinders must be kept in an
upright position.

2.

Propane cylinders must be stored in a well-ventilated area away from heat
sources, outdoors and above grade.

3.

Only approved hoses and fittings must be used to connect a cylinder to tools
and equipment.

4.

When not in use, propane cylinders and hose-connected devices must not
be left in trenches or other low-lying areas. Propane is heavier than air and
can settle in dangerous concentrations at the bottom of trenches, manholes,
vaults, basements, sumps and other below-grade areas.

5.

Never look for leaks in a propane cylinder or hose with a flame. Use soapy
water.

Oxygen & Acetylene
1.

Leather gauntlet gloves and goggles with No. 4 or 5 lens shade must be
worn by workers using an oxyacetylene cutting torch. No.4 or 5 lenses do
not remove arc-welding rays.

2.

Oxygen and acetylene cylinders must be secured in an upright position at all
times during storage, use and transportation.

3.

Cylinders should be stored in a well-ventilated area, outside with overhead
protection from the weather.

4.

Protective caps must be in place when the cylinders are not in use or when
they are being moved.

5.

Type ABC fire extinguishers must be available whenever oxyacetylene
cutting is being done.

6.

Cylinders must not be placed where they may become part of an electric
circuit or be inadvertently struck by a welding rod.

7.

Cylinders must be hoisted in properly rigged racks or baskets to keep them
secure and upright.

8.

Workers using oxyacetylene must not carry butane lighters.

9.

Oxygen or acetylene torches must not be used to blow dust from work
surfaces, clothing or skin.

10. Do not move cylinders without first closing the valves.
11. Do not use regulators, hoses or torches unless they are working properly.
12. Use only a spark lighter to ignite torches. Never use matches or a cigarette
lighter.

13. A leaking gas cylinder must be shut off and removed to an outdoor location
away from ignition sources and marked to be readily identifiable. The
supplier should be notified about the defective cylinder.

14. Keep acetylene cylinders away from heat source. The surrounding
temperature must be kept below 130 F.
15. Empty cylinders must be stored separately from full cylinders. Store
acetylene cylinders separately from oxygen cylinders.
16. Cylinders must not be placed where materials or equipment can strike, fall
on or knock them over.
17. Supply hoses must be protected.
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Housekeeping

A clean workplace is a safer workplace. All employees, contractors and subcontractors
are required to:
1.

Keep the work area clean, free of oil, grease, mud, unnecessary
tools/equipment, scrap metal and other materials.

2.

Clean-up spills promptly with proper absorbing materials and agents.

3.

Place all garbage and waste materials in appropriate containers.

4.

Store all oily rags in appropriate fire-approved steel containers.

5.

Keep exterior walkways and stairways free of snow, ice and obstacles.

6.

Keep interior hallways, stairwells and other traffic areas clear.

7.

Watch for hazards such as nails, pieces of scrap metal, grease and oil.

8.

Good housekeeping must be practiced at all times. Tripping hazards and
slippery conditions must be eliminated. Aisles and access ways must be
kept clear of any obstruction, and be well-lit and properly ventilated.

9.

Scraps must be removed to disposal bin or designated disposal area.

10. Nails or sharp objects protruding from lumber or boards must be removed.
11. Daily job site cleanup is required and individual cleanup duties must be
assigned to all workers.
12. All materials must be segregated as to size, kind and length and placed in
neat, safe and orderly piles. This will ensure clear passageways in
storerooms, warehouses and on job/project sites creating a safe workplace
for all employees.

13. Materials must be properly stored, stacked or piled away from power lines
and to prevent tipping/spilling.
14. Bagged or sacked material should be stacked or piled no more than ten high
and should be cross piled on skids so that in all cases, no one can be
injured because the material falls, rolls, overturns or breaks.
15. Barrels may be stacked upright with platforms/planks between layers and
should not be stacked any higher than the mechanical equipment can safely
reach.
16. Skids of brick blocks or other such material should be stockpiled in such a
manner as to prevent tipping or collapsing.
17. Employees are not allowed to climb up, on or about around any such
stacked equipment, machinery, supplies, parts, products, etc.
18. Stockpiles should be blocked and interlocked ensuring that they are not too
high or obstruct any fire access, extinguishing or fire safety equipment (e.g.
fire doors).
19. Proper tools, such as cutters or snips, must be used to break metal bands
and extreme caution should be taken when removing such objects.
20. Protruding nails in boards, planks, etc., must have the nails removed or bent
over, and the boards placed in an orderly fashion. When handling such
material, the workers should wear heavy gloves and safety footwear as
prescribed.
21. Signs must be posted to warn workers of hazardous areas.
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Ladders

The following are the major causes of ladder accidents:
1.

Ladders are not held, tied-off or otherwise secured.

2.

Slippery surfaces and unfavourable weather conditions cause workers to
lose footing on rungs or steps.

3.

Workers fail to grip ladders adequately when climbing up or down.

4.

Workers take unsafe positions on ladders (such as leaning out too far).

5.

Placement on poor footing or at improper angles causes ladders to slide.

6.

Ladders are defective.

7.

Ladders are toppled by high winds.

8.

Ladders are carelessly handled or improperly positioned near electrical
lines.

Preventing Ladder Accidents On The Job Site
1.

Check ladder for defects before use.

2.

Clear scrap and material away from the base and top of the ladder, since
getting on or off the ladder is relatively hazardous.

3.

Secure the base against accidental movement. Secure the top also.

4.

Set the ladder on a firm, level surface. On soft, non-compacted, or rough
soil, use a mudsill.
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5.

Single-width job-built ladders are only meant for one worker at a time. A
double-width ladder can be used by two workers, providing they are on
opposite sides.

6.

Make sure that rails on ladders extend at least 3 feet above the
landing. This allows for secure grip while stepping on or off.

7.

Set straight or extension ladders one foot out for every 3 or 4 feet up,
depending on length of ladder.

8.

Before setting up ladders, always check for overhead power lines.

9.

Do not position ladders against flexible or moveable surfaces.

10. Always face the ladder when climbing up or down and while working from it.
11. Maintain 3-point contact when climbing up or down. That means two hands
and one foot or two feet and one hand on the ladder at all times.
12. Keep your centre of gravity between the side rails. Your belt buckle should
never be outside the side rails.
13. When climbing up or down, do not carry tools or material in your hands. Use
a hoist rope instead.
14. Keep boots clean of mud, grease or any slippery materials which could
cause loss of footing.
15. When working 3 metres (10 feet) or more above the ground or floor, wear a
safety belt or safety harness with the lanyard tied off to the structure.
16. Never straddle the space between a ladder and another object.
17. Never erect ladders on boxes, carts, tables, or other unstable surfaces.
18. Use fall-arrest equipment such as ladder-climbing devices or lifelines when
working from long ladders or when climbing vertical fixed ladders.
19. Never use ladders horizontally as scaffold planks, runways, or any other
service for which they have not been designed.
20. Stand no higher than the third or fourth rung from the top. Maintain knee
contact for balance.
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21. Do not splice short ladders together to make a long ladder – the side rails
will not be strong enough for the extra loads.
22. Do not use ladders for bracing – they are not designed for this type of
loading.
23. Do not set up ladders in doorways, passageways, driveways, or
any other location where they can be struck or knocked over.
24. Never rest a ladder on its rungs. Ladders must rest on their side rails.
25. To erect long, awkward, or heavy ladders, get help to avoid injury from
overexertion.
26. Before erecting, using, or working from ladders, always check for electrical
hazards. Never use aluminum ladders near live electrical equipment or
wires.

Inspection and Maintenance
Defective ladders should be taken out of service and either tagged for repair or
scrapped. Personnel that are competent in this type of work should repair ladders.
1.

Inspect ladders for structural rigidity.

2.

Inspect non-skid feet for wear, imbedded material and proper pivot action on
swivel feet.

3.

Replace frayed or worn ropes on extension ladders with type and size equal
to manufacturer's original rope.

4.

Check aluminum ladder for dents and bends in side rails, steps and rungs.
Do not use metal pipe to replace a rung.

5.

Check wooden ladders for cracks, splits and rot.

6.

Check all ladders for grease, oil, caulking, imbedded stone and metal or
other materials that could make them unsafe.
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Step Ladder

As with all ladders, make sure that the step ladder is in good condition, and is right for
the job to be done. Step ladders are to be used only on clean and even surfaces.
1.

No work is to be done from the top two rungs of a step ladder, counting the
top platform as a rung.

2.

The step ladder is only to be used in the fully opened position with the
spreader bars locked.

3.

Tops of step ladders are not to be used as support for scaffolds.

4.

Don't overreach while on the ladder. Climb down and move the ladder over
to a new position.
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Lifting Practices (Hoisting)

Evaluating the Load
Determine the weight of the object or load prior to a lift to ensure the lifting
equipment operates within its capabilities.
Balance Loads
Estimate the center of gravity or point of balance. The lifting device should be
positioned immediately above the determined center of gravity.
Landing the Load
Prepare a place to land the load. Lower the load gently and make sure it is stable
before slackening the sling or chain.
1.

Select only appropriate slings for the task and NEVER exceed the working
load limits.

2.

Make sure the hoist or crane is directly over the load.

3.

Use slings of proper reach. Never shorten a line by twisting or knotting.

4.

With chain slings, never use bolts or nuts.

5.

Never permit anyone to ride the lifting hook or the load.

6.

Make sure all personnel stand clear from the load being lifted.

7.

Never work under a suspended load, unless the load is properly supported.

8.

Never leave a load suspended when the hoist or crane is unattended.

9.

Inspect all slings thoroughly at specified intervals and maintain them in good
condition.

10. Inspect each chain or sling for cuts, nicks, bent links, bent hooks, etc.,
before each use. If in doubt, don't use it.
11. Ensure that safety latches on hooks are in good working condition.
12. Ensure that the signaller is properly identified and understands techniques
of proper signaling.
13. Make sure a tagline is used to control the load.
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Manual Lifting

Job Steps
1.

Size up the load. If you think you need help, ask for it.

2.

Get a good footing.

3.

Bend your knees and get a good grip on the object to be lifted.

4.

Keep your back straight, lift with your legs, and keep the object being lifted
close to your body.

5.

Keep your balance and do not twist or turn as you lift.

6.

To put the object down again, do not bend from the waist. Keep your back
straight and bend your knees, keeping the object close to your body until it is
placed in a secure position.
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Mount/Dismount Heavy Equipment

Job Steps
1.

Ensure that the machine is equipped with side grab rails and steps.

2.

Clean mud off boots before climbing onto the machine.

3.

Face the machine and step onto the first step.

4.

Maintain 3-point contact at all times. (2 hands and 1 foot or 2 feet and 1
hand.)

5.

Climb into cab or other areas provided with non-slip surfaces.

6.

To get off the machine, make sure the machine is parked and that further
movement is prevented.

7.

Shut off the machine if necessary.

8.

Step out of the cab onto the ladder and while facing the machine descend
using 3-point-method.
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Portable Arc Welders

A Portable arc welder is a piece of equipment that has to be treated like a vehicle.
1.

Be sure the machine is firmly attached to the transporting unit.

2.

Check all fluid levels (water, oil and fuel) to be sure they are at acceptable
operating levels.

3.

When fueling, DO NOT “top off” the fuel tank. Gasoline expands as the
outside temperature rises. This may result in seepage and could start a fire.

4.

Do not fuel the machine while it is running.

5.

Be sure the radiator and fuel caps are in proper working order and are
securely attached.

6.

Do a “walk around” to check for damage and obvious leaks.

7.

Any repairs should be done by qualified mechanics or technicians.

8.

Make sure all cables are wound securely when transporting.

9.

Ensure the side covers are kept closed to protect the machine from damage
from external objects and/or weather, as well as to protect the operator and
others from the moving parts of the machine.
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Propane

Since propane is heavier than air and invisible, it is of special concern when it is used
on the jobsite.
1.

Suppliers delivering the product or setting up the equipment must be trained
in the safe handling of the material.

2.

Nylon slings must be used in a “choker” fashion when loading, off-loading or
lifting propane tanks.

3.

“Lifting lugs” provided on tanks are not to be used. Slings are to be wrapped
around the shell of the tank.

4.

Tank valves and regulators are to be removed from the tank prior to moving.

5.

Crane hooks shall be equipped with a “safety latch”.

6.

All trucks, cranes or equipment used to handle propane tanks must be
equipped with a fire extinguisher appropriate for the size and type of tank.

7.

Except in an emergency, any movement or repositioning of tanks shall be
performed by a competent worker.

8.

Tanks are not to be heated to increase flow.

9.

When in use, propane bottles are to be securely held in an upright position.

10. Tanks are not to be hooked up and used without proper regulators.
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Rigging

Rigging looks like an easy operation that requires no particular skill or experience.
However, many workers have lost fingers, hands or suffered more serious injuries
because they thought, “anybody can do that”.
Here are some dos and don’ts to remember:
1.

Workers will ensure that the maximum load rating of rigging components as
recommended by the manufacturer are not exceeded.

2.

All rigging, hooks and components will be checked for excessive wear and
damage prior to use.

3.

One member of the crew will act as the designated signalperson and will
wear the appropriate distinctive vest, armlets, etc.

4.

The signalperson will review the signals to be used with the crane operator.

5.

The signalperson is the only one to signal for a lift and must be careful not to
order a move until he has received the “all ready” signal from each member
of the crew.

6.

Be sure you are in the clear before you give an “all ready” to the
signalperson.

7.

Be sure your hand is clear of pinch points.

8.

Watch out for the roll or swing of the load. Anticipate the direction of the
swing or roll and work away from it.

9.

Never place yourself between material, equipment or any stationary object
and the load swing.

10. Stay away from stacked material that may be knocked over by a swinging
load.
11. Never stand under the load, and keep from under the boom as much as
possible.
12. Look over the location where the load is to be set. Remove unnecessary
blocks or other objects that might fly up if struck by the load.
13. When lowering or setting the load, be sure your feet and all other parts of
your body are out from under the load.
14. Set the load down easily and slowly so that if it rolls on the blocking, it will be
a slow shift that you can get away from.
15. Use tag lines to control the loads.
16. Damaged rigging must be clearly tagged “Out of Service”, removed from the
work area and either repaired or replaced.
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Identifying Asbestos

As part of the ongoing commitment to provide a safe work environment, the following
procedure has been established to address the existence of asbestos on job sites.

What is Asbestos?
Asbestos is a naturally occurring material once used widely in the construction industry.
Its strength, ability to withstand high temperatures, and resistance to many chemicals
made it useful in hundreds of applications. However when asbestos is inhaled, it can be
harmful and lead to the following diseases:
 asbestosis
 lung cancer
 mesothelioma (cancer of the lining of the chest and/or abdomen).

Where can it be found?













Sprayed-On Fireproofing
Pipe and Boiler Insulation
Loose Fill Insulation
Asbestos Cement Products
Acoustical Plaster
Acoustical Tiles
Vinyl Asbestos
Gaskets
Roofing Felts
Asphalt/Asbestos Limpet Spray
Drywall Joint-Filling Compound
Coatings and Mastics

Prior to Commencing Work
Supervisors:
1.

Prior to commencing work in any area, request a copy of the owner’s
Asbestos Report.

2.

If there is asbestos in the work area and it needs to be removed to perform
the work, request that the owner to remove it.

3.

Do not commence work until you have received a notice from the owner in
writing that the asbestos has been removed and it is safe to commence or
return to work.

4.

If there is asbestos in the work area and its presence does not impact the
work, advise workers of location and what not to disturb.

Workers:
1.

In all projects, bear in mind the possible presence of asbestos.

2.

If you are working in an area known to contain asbestos, contact your
supervisor to determine whether or not asbestos is present in the work area
or adjacent areas in which you may be working.

3.

If there is any doubt about pipe or duct insulation, textured ceilings, vinyl
asbestos floor tile, flooring sheet goods, wall cladding or underground
piping, especially in older facilities, do not commence work and notify your
supervisor.

Note: To remove Asbestos a worker requires knowledge of the type of asbestos,
knowledge of the proper choice and use of PPE and Respirators, understanding of
containment procedures and knowledge of proper handling, storage and waste removal
procedures. For type 3 removals, training is a legal requirement.
DO NOT REMOVE OR DISTURB ASBESTOS CONTAINING MATERIAL. IF YOU ARE
INSTRUCTED TO DO SO, STOP WORK AND CONTACT YOUR SUPERVISOR.
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Dust

What are the hazards?
There are two kinds of hazardous dust common in construction. These include:


fibrous dust from insulation materials (such as asbestos, mineral wool, and
glass fibre) and



non-fibrous silica dust from sandblasting, concrete cutting, or rock drilling

Where does construction dust come from?
Dusts are particles which are usually many times larger than fume particles. Dusts are
generated by crushing, grinding, sanding, or cutting and by work such as demolition.
Preventative Measures
Ventilation:


Natural dilution ventilation — Welding outside in a light breeze or inside with
doors and windows open provides large volumes of fresh air which should
disperse airborne contaminants sufficiently in most cases. However, it is
important for the welder to stay to one side of the plume.



Mechanical dilution ventilation – Fans such as roof exhaust fans and wall fans
force outside air into and out of the building. General mechanical ventilation in
most cases will deflect the plume out of the welder’s breathing zone.



Local exhaust ventilation – Consists of an exhaust fan, air cleaner, and
ducted system dedicated to removing airborne contaminants at the source
and exhausting them outdoors. Local exhaust ventilation is preferred over
dilution ventilation because it is better able to prevent airborne contaminants
from entering the welder's breathing zone.

Respiratory Protection:



If you are in doubt about choosing the correct Respiratory protection or if you
are not sure to the source of the dust stop work and advise your supervisor.
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Hearing Protection

Hearing Loss


Hearing loss – any reduction in the normal ability to hear is referred to as a
loss of hearing. A hearing loss can be either temporary or permanent.



With a temporary hearing loss, normal hearing will usually return after a rest
period away from all sources of intense or loud noise. The recovery period
may be minutes, hours, a day or perhaps even longer. Temporary hearing
loss occurs when hair cells in the inner ear have been bent by vibrations and
need time to bounce back.



Permanent hearing loss is the result of hair cell or nerve destruction within the
inner ear. Once these important parts of the hearing process are destroyed,
they can never be restored or regenerated. The resulting permanent hearing
loss, also referred to as permanent threshold shift (PTS), can range from
slight impairment to nearly total deafness.

Hearing Loss Factors
Type of noise

Continuous, intermittent, impact, high or low
frequency.

Intensity of noise

Level of loudness.

Duration of exposure

Length of time worker subjected to noise – for
example, during day, on specific shifts.

Employment duration

Years worker subjected to noise.

Type of noise environment

Character of surroundings – for example, enclosed,
open, reflective surfaces.

Source distance(s)

Distance of worker from noise source.

Worker’s position

Position of worker relative to noise source.

Worker’s age

For instance, a 20-year-old apprentice versus a 50year-old journeyperson.

Individual susceptibility

Sensitivity difference, physical impairments.

Worker’s present health

Whether a worker has any detectable losses or ear
diseases.

Home and leisure activities

Exposures to noise other than occupational, such as
hunting, skeet shooting, earphone music,
snowmobiling, etc.

Training
All workers who wear Hearing Protection Devices (HPDs) must be trained to fit, use,
and maintain the protectors properly. Workers must be instructed in the proper fitting of
HPDs as recommended by the manufacturer. Training should include a demonstration.
Workers should then practice using the HPDs under close supervision. Checks are
needed to ensure the best possible protection.
Workers should understand the following:


that there is risk of hearing loss increases if HPDs are not worn in noisy
environments (eight-hour exposure of 85 dBA).



that wearing HPDs is required in all situations where noise exposure may
damage hearing.



that to be effective an HPD must not be removed even for short periods.



that various HPDs are available to accommodate differences in ear canal
size, jaw size, head size and shape, comfort level, compatibility with other
forms of PPE, etc.



that proper fit is essential to achieve maximum protection.

Choosing the Correct Hearing Protection
CSA Standard Z94.2, Hearing Protectors, identifies classes of hearing protectors as A,
B, and C. Class A protectors offer the highest ability to attenuate, followed by B and C.
Use Table 1 to identify proper hearing protectors based on noise.

Recommended Class of Hearing Protector

MAXIMUM NOISE
LEVEL (dBA)

Table 1
RECOMMENDED CLASS OF
HEARING PROTECTOR

Less than 85 dbA

No protection required

Up to 89 dBA

Class C

Up to 95 dBA

Class B

Up to 105 dBA

Class A

Up to 110 dBA
More than 110 dBA

Class A plug + Class A or
Class B muff
Class A plug + Class A or
Class B muff and limited exposure

Use Table 2 to compare typical construction noise levels with the work you are
performing. Note: If more than one activity is being performed near the same location
the noise levels will increase. Chose your protection based on the highest noise levels.
Typical Noise Level Measurements for Construction
Table 2
NOISE LEVEL (DBA) AT
* EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR’S POSITION
Cranes
78 – 103
Backhoes
85 – 104
Loaders
77 – 106
Dozers
86 – 106
Scrapers
97 – 112
Trenchers
95 – 99
+ Pile drivers
119 – 125
Compactors
90 – 112
+ Explosive-actuated tools
120 – 140
Grinders
106 – 110
Chainsaws
100 – 115
Concrete saw
97 – 103
Sand blasting nozzle
111 – 117
Jackhammers
100 – 115
Compressors
85 – 104
* Generally, newer equipment is quieter than older equipment. (For noise levels of specific equipment,
contact the Construction Safety Association of Ontario.)
+ Pile drivers and explosive-actuated tools generate intermittent or “impulse” sound.
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Welding Fumes (Vapours & Gases)

What are the hazards?
The most common hazards are air borne contaminants generated by welding.
These include:


Fumes – Beryllium, Cadmium, Chromium, Lead, Nickel and Zinc



Vapour/Gases – Hydrogen fluoride, Nitrogen oxide, Ozone, Phosgene,
Phosphine, and Asphyxiants

How does welding create these hazards?
Fumes:
1.

Some of the metal melted at high temperatures during welding vaporizes.
The metal vapour then oxidizes to form a metal oxide. When this vapour
cools, suspended solid particles called fume particles are produced.
Welding fumes consist primarily of suspended metal particles invisible to the
naked eye.

2.

Fume particles may reach deep into the lungs and cause damage to lung
tissue or enter the bloodstream and travel to other parts of the body.

Vapour/Gases:
1.

A gas is a low-density chemical compound that normally fills the space in
which it is released. It has no physical shape or form. Vapour is a gas
produced by evaporation.

1

2.

Several hazardous vapours and gases may be produced by welding.
Ultraviolet radiation, surface coatings, shielding gases, and rod coatings are
primary sources of vapours and gases.

3.

Overexposure may produce one or more of the following respiratory effects:
 inflammation of the lungs
 pulmonary edema (fluid accumulation in the lungs)
 emphysema (loss of elasticity in lung tissue)
 chronic bronchitis
 asphyxiation.

Preventative Measures
Ventilation:


Natural dilution ventilation — Welding outside in a light breeze or inside with
doors and windows open provides large volumes of fresh air which should
disperse airborne contaminants sufficiently in most cases. However, it is
important for the welder to stay to one side of the plume.



Mechanical dilution ventilation – Fans such as roof exhaust fans and wall fans
force outside air into and out of the building. General mechanical ventilation in
most cases will deflect the plume out of the welder’s breathing zone.



Local exhaust ventilation – Consists of an exhaust fan, air cleaner, and
ducted system dedicated to removing airborne contaminants at the source
and exhausting them outdoors. Local exhaust ventilation is preferred over
dilution ventilation because it is better able to prevent airborne contaminants
from entering the welder's breathing zone.

Respiratory Protection:


Respiratory protection will not be required for most welding operations if
proper ventilation is provided. However, when ventilation or other measures
are not adequate, or when the welding process creates toxic fumes (as with
stainless steel and beryllium), respiratory protection must be worn.

2
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Starting Equipment
Job Steps
1.

The mechanic/operator will check all appropriate fluid levels in equipment.

2.

The mechanic/operator will do a visual inspection of equipment pertaining to
leaks, belts, etc.

3.

The mechanic/operator will do a walk around the equipment to make certain
the equipment is safe to start.

4.

The mechanic/operator will climb on equipment using the three-point contact
method and check for any danger, such as “Do Not Operate” tags.

5.

If there are no such tags on the equipment, then the mechanic/operator
check to make sure the equipment gears are in neutral and checks that the
park and emergency brakes are activated.

6.

The mechanic/operator proceeds to start the machine.

7.

Once engine is running at an idle, the mechanic/operator will check again all
park and emergency brakes and drop all hydraulic accessories such as
blades, hoes, buckets, etc.

8.

The mechanic/operator will dismount using 3-point contact.
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Tagging and Lockout

1.

Review drawings of the system to be de-energized and de-activated to
determine the switches, power sources, controls, interlocks, or other such
devices necessary to isolate the system. Confirm with the client/owner
where required.

2.

All apparatus capable of being electrically energized or dynamically
activated must be de-energized or de-activated by locking out, physically
disconnecting or otherwise rendering the apparatus inoperable.

3.

Test the system with a potential test indicator to ensure that all components
are de-energized and de-activated, including interlocking or dependent
systems which could feed into the system being isolated, either
mechanically or electrically. Potential test indicators should not be used
beyond the voltage limits for which they are rated.

4.

Observe the following safeguards for locking out and tagging:
a) After the circuit has been de-energized, locked out by the person in

charge, workers must be protected by personally placing their own
safety lock on the disconnect switch. The worker must retain the key
for this lock while lock is in place.
b) Where several workers or trades are working on the circuit, provision

for additional locks must be made through the use of a lockout bar.
This arrangement can accommodate any number of locks by placing
another lockout bar in the last hole of the previous bar.
c) Each worker must attach to their lock a durable tag filled out with the

following information:




Reason why the equipment was disconnected;
Name of person responsible for the disconnection and his/her
employer; and
Date on which the equipment was disconnected.

d) The de-energized electrical system must be discharged by short circuit

and phase to ground. A temporary ground cable must be attached to
the system and remain in place until work is completed.
5.

A record must be kept of the devices opened, locked out or otherwise
rendered inoperable so that all of these devices can be reactivated once
work is complete.

6.

Place signs on the system indicating that it is not to be energized or
operated and that guards, locks, temporary ground cables, chains, tags, and
other safeguards are not to be tampered with or removed until work is
complete.

7.

Workers testing electrical equipment must:




Remove all watches, rings, neck chains or other current-conducting
jewelry;
Wear electric shock resistant footwear; and
Wear safety glasses with side shields.

Note: In-plant procedures specified by the owner or client take precedence
over the procedures outlined here, providing there
is no contravention of existing codes or statutes.
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LO/TO Testing Procedure for Electrical & Non-electrical Systems

No.
1

Instruction

Position
Responsible

General Safety Requirements

A

Training/instruction: Ensure all employees have received all
required training as required by (company) H&S Program

B

PPE requirements: Ensure all employees have all necessary
Field Supervisor
PPE as required, including individually keyed locks and tags

2

Field Supervisor

Safety Planning / Hazard Assessment
Identify isolation requirements: The supervisor or a qualified
designate (authorized journeyman) must assess the work
area to determine what equipment is being worked on,
and/or what nearby equipment may pose a hazard and
needs to be isolated/locked and tagged out of service.

A

This includes reviewing drawings of the entire system to be
de-energized/de-activated to determine what must be
isolated and confirming these requirements with client.
Physical inspection of the system must also be performed:
to ensure the isolation points identified are adequate; to
verify isolation points; ensure drawings are accurate and;
ensure all isolation components are in acceptable condition.

Field Supervisor
/ Qualified
Designate

Maintain isolation log/records: A formal isolation log/record
must be maintained for all equipment/systems that require
multiple isolations (3 or more)
B This log must identify the equipment/system being isolated,
the date of isolation, the date the isolation was removed, the
lock number, the name of the person who performed the
isolation, contact information (phone number) and the name
of the supervisor.

Field Supervisor
/ Qualified
Designate

3

Lockout / Tag
All apparatus capable of being electrically, pneumatically,
hydraulically, gravity or otherwise activated must be deenergized or de-activated by physically disconnecting,
establishing barriers and otherwise rendering the apparatus
inoperable.
A lock and tag is used for making certain that the equipment
is isolated and cannot be energized by clearly identifying
that the system has been isolated for the purpose of
protecting personal safety and physically securing the
isolation.
Switches, power sources, controls, valves, interlocks,
pneumatics, hydraulics, computer controlled sources,
robotics etc. must be appropriately locked and tagged
personally by each worker involved in the operation.
Lock out: After all isolation points have been identified and
the system has been isolated/de-energized by the
supervisor (or designate), each worker who may be required
A. to work on the equipment/system must be protected by
placing an individually keyed safety lock (as supplied) on the
isolation device. The key for the lock must be kept on their
person while the lock is in place.
Tag: Each worker must attach to the lock a durable tag
(provided) containing the information required including:
name of the tag owner, date the tag was applied, and the
system that has been isolated / work activities.
B

A tag used to identify the purpose of the lock and must
clearly identify that the system is not to be
energized/operated or that any guards, locks, temporary
ground cables , chains, tags and other safeguards are not to
be removed until work is complete

Additional lockout / tag requirements:
 Grounding: All electrical systems that may be subject
to induction must be temporarily grounded using
C
approved grounding components
 Depressurizing: All piping, hydraulic and pneumatic
systems must be isolated, depressurized and tested
before work

Field Supervisor
/ Qualified
Designate &
Employees
involved in task

Field Supervisor
/ Qualified
Designate &
Employees
involved in task

Field Supervisor
/ Qualified
Designate

4

Testing / Verifying The Isolation
The system must be adequately tested to ensure it has been
isolated. This may include physical verification of the
isolation.

Testing Operational Systems:
Whenever possible all isolation/de-energizations should be
A performed by first directly observing the operation of the
equipment or system to ensure that the isolation is adequate
(properly functioning).

Field Supervisor
/ Qualified
Designate &
Employees
involved in task

Testing Non-operational Systems:
In many instances it is not possible to directly observe or
verify the isolation based on the operability of the equipment
or system (if it is inoperable because of equipment/system
failure or prior isolation such as plant shut down.. In this
B case additional measures to physically verify isolation must
be taken. This may include disconnecting and physically
verifying that all leads are disconnected, testing with a
potential indicator, taking additional measures to lock out the
system by isolating the primary energy source or
establishing secondary barriers.

Field Supervisor
/ Qualified
Designate &
Employees
involved in task

Testing Electrical Systems:
Electrical equipment must be tested with a certified potential
test indicator to ensure that all components are deenergized and de-activated, including interlocking or
dependent systems that could feed into the system being
isolated. Test voltage phase to phase and phase to ground.
C Test the “start up” to ensure that the equipment is off.
Workers testing electrical systems must:
 Remove all watches, rings, neck chains or other
conducting jewelry
 Wear electric shock resistant footwear
 Wear safety glasses with UV protection
5

Field Supervisor
/ Qualified
Designate &
Employees
involved in task

Authorization To Proceed/ Verification Of Completion
Prior to the commencement of work the supervisor or
qualified designate must verify the isolation points with all
workers involved in the task by reviewing the isolation
log/record and ensuring all necessary locks/tags have been
supplied and/or applied.
Upon completion of the work the supervisor or qualified
designate must verify that the isolation has been removed.

Field Supervisor
/ Qualified
Designate

6

Lock / Tag Removal
Removal of locks/tags: After the assigned work is completed
and the equipment is to be energized, the supervisor or
qualified designate must be notified to receive authorization
prior to removal of any locks or other lockout devices from
A
equipment or machinery. The supervisor or designate must
verify that the work is complete all isolations have been
removed and the equipment is free to safely operate prior to
removing the lock and tag.
Multiple work groups: Where multiple workers may be
working on the equipment or system, the supervisor must
make all workers aware in advance when (company) will
remove its isolation. All work must be stopped while isolation
B
is being removed.
Double shifts: Workers leaving the site must remove their
locks and the workers coming on shift must immediately
replace them with their own locks.

7

Field Supervisor
/ Qualified
Designate &
Employees
involved in task

Safety Zone
Where nearby equipment may pose a hazard however isn’t
in the immediate work area and cannot be locked out or
otherwise de-energized, a “safety zone” must be
established. This zone must provide a warning perimeter or
physical barrier preventing accidental contact with nearby
equipment or utilities.

8

Field Supervisor
/ Qualified
Designate &
Employees
involved in task

Field Supervisor
/ Qualified
Designate

Safety Inspections
On a daily basis all employees and supervisors must
informally verify that the isolation is adequate by checking
the locks/tags and testing the isolation. At a minimum, this
inspection is performed prior to commencing work each day.
Where isolation is applied (company) supervision and
management is responsible for formally ensuring that all
employees are following the applicable isolation safety
requirements.

Management /
Field
Suupervisor
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Tagging and Lockout Responsibilities

Senior Management
Senior management shall:


Develop a written corporate Tagging and Lockout Procedure.



Ensure that work-specific or site-specific tagging and lockout procedures
conform to requirements of the company's health and safety program.



Provide general and system-specific tagging and lockout training.

Supervisors
The supervisor shall:


Provide workers with tags, individual keys, padlocks and scissors.



Consult with management and/or the owner/client if a secure lockout is not
possible.



Check that all workers are clear of work area before re-energizing the
system.



Obtain the owner/client's authority to re-energize any system.

Workers
All workers shall:


Comply with the corporate Tagging and Lockout Procedure and/or the
owner/client's tagging and lockout procedure or risk disciplinary action.
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TOOLS: Compressed Air

Air powered tools in construction range from stapling guns to jack hammers. If not
treated with respect, these tools can become a detriment rather than a benefit.
1.

Compressed air must not be used to blow debris or to clear dirt from any
worker’s clothes.

2.

Ensure that the air pressure has been turned off and the line pressure
relieved before disconnecting the hose or changing tools.

3.

All hose connectors must be of the quick disconnect pressure release type
with a “safety chain/cable”.

4.

Wear personal protective equipment such as eye protection and face
shields. Restrict access to the area or ensure other workers in the area are
aware of hazards.

5.

Hoses must be checked on a regular basis for cuts, bulges, or other
damage. Ensure that defective hoses are repaired or replaced.

6.

A proper pressure regulator and relief device must be in the system to
ensure that correct pressures are maintained.

7.

The proper air supply hoses must be used for the tool/equipment being
used.

8.

The equipment must be properly maintained according to the manufacturer’s
requirements.
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TOOLS: Defective Tools

Detective tools can cause serious and painful injuries. If a tool is defective in some way,
DO NOT USE IT.
Be aware of problems like:






chisels and wedges with mushroomed heads;
split or cracked handles;
chipped or broken drill bits;
wrenches with worn out jaws; and
tools which are not complete, such as files without handles.

To ensure safe use of hand tools, remember:
1.
2.
3.

never use a defective tool;
double check all tools prior to use; and
ensure defective tools are repaired.

Air, gasoline or electric power tools, require skill and the operators’ complete attention,
even when they are in good condition. Don’t use power tools when they are defective in
any way.
Watch for problems like:







broken or inoperative guards;
insufficient or improper grounding due to damage on double insulated tools;
no ground wire (on plug) or cords of standard tools;
the on/off switch not in good working order;
tool blade is cracked; and
the wrong grinder wheel is being used, or the guard has been wedged back
on a power saw.

Remove all defective tools from the work area and mark,

“DEFECTIVE – DO NOT USE.”
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TOOLS: Explosive/Powder Actuated Fastening Tools

There are a number of tools that utilize an explosive charge in use throughout the
construction industry. The manufacturers of these devices provide detailed instructions
regarding their use and maintenance. These instructions, along with specific legislation
shall be closely adhered to at all times.
The following general recommendations apply to all explosive/powder actuated tools.
1.

Only properly trained and qualified personnel are to use this type of tool.

2.

The tool must be approved for “Explosive Actuated Fastening Tools”.

3.

The tool should be loaded just prior to use with the correct charge for the job
anticipated. Tools should never be loaded and left alone or moved to an
alternate work site after being loaded.

4.

The tool should never be pointed at anyone, whether loaded or unloaded.
Hands should be kept clear of the muzzle at all times.

5.

Explosive/powder actuated tools should always be stored in their proper lock
boxes.

6.

Explosive/powder actuated tools must never be used in an explosive
atmosphere.

7.

When used, the tool must be held firmly and at right angles to the surface
being driven into.

8.

Eye protection must be worn by the operator.

9.

Where there is a danger of spalling, full face protection must be worn.

10. Appropriate hearing protection is to be worn.

11. To prevent free-flying studs, ensure that the material being driven into will
not allow the stud to pass through it (glass block, hollow tile etc.).
12. Manufacturer’s recommendations should be consulted and followed
whenever there is a doubt about the material being driven into, maintenance
procedures, or determining the charge to be used.
13. Always be aware of other workers. Where a hazard to other workers is
created by this operation, properly sign and barricade the area.
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TOOLS: Extension Cords

Extension cords can cause serious accidents if the following practices are not followed.
1.

All electrical extension cords must be designed for external use and
approved.

2.

All extension cords will be inspected before use.

3.

Extension cords are to be protected against damage.

4.

All extension cords are to be placed in such away that they will not be a
tripping or falling hazard.

5.

All extension cords used in hazardous areas or in damp locations are to be
protected by approved ground fault protection.

6.

All frayed, cut or spliced extension cords are to be tagged and removed from
service.

7.

All portable extension cords must be of the outdoor type and have an
insulated grounding conductor.

8.

All extension cords will be approved and inspected before use.

9.

Defective cords must not be used. They must either be destroyed or be
tagged and removed from the worksite until repaired.

10. Extension cords must be protected during use to prevent damage from
sharp edges, movement of materials, and flame cutting.
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TOOLS: Grinding

Severe injury may occur if proper personal protective equipment is not used and
maintained.
1.

Check the tool rest for the correct distance from the abrasive wheel,
maximum 1/8” .

2.

Replace the grindstone when adjustment of the rest cannot provide 1/8”
clearance.

3.

If the wheel has been abused and ground to an angle or grooved, reface the
wheel with the appropriate surfacing tool or replace the wheel.

4.

Protect your eyes with goggles or a face shield at all times when grinding.

5.

Each time a grinding wheel is replaced, check the maximum approved
speed (stamped on the wheel bladder) against the shaft rotation speed of
the machine to ensure the safe speed is not exceeded.

6.

A grinding wheel must not be operated at speeds exceeding the
manufacturer's recommendation.

7.

The flanges supporting the grinding wheel should be a maximum of 1/3 the
diameter of the wheel, and must fit the shaft rotating speed according to the
manufacturer’s recommendation.

8.

Bench grinders are designed for peripheral grinding. Do not grind on the
side of the wheel.

9.

Do not stand directly in front of the grinding wheel when it is first started.

10. Wear approved hearing protection.
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TOOLS: Portable Grinders

Abrasive wheels can cause severe injury. Proper storage, use and maintenance of
wheels must be observed.
1.

Familiarize yourself with the grinder operation before commencing work.

2.

Ensure proper guards are in place.

3.

Never exceed the maximum wheel speed RPM (every wheel is marked).

4.

Check the speed marked on the wheel and compare it to the speed on the
grinder.

5.

When installing the wheel, check for cracks and defects. Ensure mounting
flanges are clean and the mounting blotters are used. Do not over tighten
the mounting nut.

6.

Before grinding, run the newly mounted wheel at operating speed, checking
for vibration.

7.

Do not use grinders near flammable materials.

8.

Never use the grinder for jobs it is not designed for, such as cutting.

9.

Wear approved personal protective equipment including eye, face, hand,
foot, and hearing protection.
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TOOLS: Power Tools

1.

Read the manual carefully to learn your power tool's applications, limitations
and any potential hazards.

2.

Ground your tool unless it is double insulated.

3.

Do not use power tool in rain, damp or wet locations or in the presence of
explosive atmospheres (gaseous fumes, dust or flammable materials).

4.

Remove materials or debris that may be ignited by sparks.

5.

Keep work area clean and well lit.

6.

Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry.

7.

Wear a protective hair covering to contain long hair, which may be caught in
moving parts.

8.

Wear rubber gloves and insulated non-skid footwear outdoors.

9.

Keep hands and gloves away from moving parts.

10. Wear safety goggles or glasses with side shields that comply with current
safety standards.
11. Hearing protection is a must during extended use of a power tool.
12. Wear a dust mask for dusty operations.
13. Wear other personal protective equipment as required.
14. Keep a fire extinguisher nearby.
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15. All bystanders must be kept at a safe distance from the work area to protect
themselves and the operator.
16. Provide barriers or shields as necessary to protect others in the work area
from sparks and debris.
17. Secure work with a clamp, vise or other practical means of holding work
secure. Use both hands to control tool.
18. Do not use a tool or attachment to do a job for which it is not recommended.
Do not alter a tool.
19. Non-recommended accessories may be hazardous and shall not be used.
Install and maintain accessories as per tool instructions.
20. Do not defeat a guard or other safety device when installing an accessory or
attachment.
21. Inspect guards and other parts before use. Check for misalignment, binding
of moving parts, improper mounting, broken parts and any other condition
that my affect operation.
22. If abnormal noise or vibration occurs the tool must be turned off immediately
and the problem corrected before further use of the tool.
23. Check that all adjusting keys and wrenches are removed from the tool
before the power is turned on.
24. Prevent body contact with grounded surfaces, such as pipes, radiators,
ranges and refrigerators.
25. When making blind or plunge cuts, always check the work area for hidden
wires or pipes.
26. Hold your tool by insulated non-metal grasping surfaces.
27. Use a Ground Fault Circuit Interceptor (GFCI) to reduce shock hazards.
28. Do not force a tool to perform at a rate other than for what it was designed.
Excessive force causes operator fatigue, increased wear and reduced
control.
29. Keep hands away from all cutting edges and moving parts.
30. Never carry tool by its cord or unplug it by yanking cord from the outlet. Pull
plug rather than cord to reduce the risk of damage.
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31. Keep the cord away from heat, oil, sharp objects, cutting edges and moving
parts.
32. Do not overreach. Maintain proper footing and balance at all times. Use
extra care when using tool on ladders, roofs, scaffolds, etc.
33. Do not use a tool when you are tired, distracted or under the influence of
drugs, alcohol or any medication which decreases control.
34. Unplug tool when it is not in use, before changing accessories or performing
recommended maintenance.
35. Maintain tools. Keep handles dry, clean and free from oil and grease. Keep
cutting edges sharp and clean. Follow instructions for lubricating and
changing accessories.
36. Periodically inspect tool cords and extension cords for damage.
37. When power tools are not in use, store them in the proper storage cases. If
equipment does not have a proper storage case, store in an on-site job box
with lock, or return to storage crib at the shop.
38. Report any damaged tools immediately so a replacement or repair can take
place. Tag the damaged tools with "DO NOT USE".
39. Maintain labels and nameplates.
40. Watch what you are doing and use common sense.
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TOOLS: Propane Torch Use
A flame from a propane torch can reach temperatures of over 1093˚c. Roofers applying
torch on products can receive serious burns from both the torch flame and the hot
modified bitumen sheets they are applying.
1.

When using a torch, workers must wear additional protective clothing (gloves,
eye protection).

2.

Prior to use, ensure that torching equipment is in good working order and the
cylinder valves are clean. Check that fittings, hoses and heads are secure.

3.

DO NOT USE defective equipment.

4.

Use soapy water to check connections for leaks.

5.

Only use a spark lighter or electronic starter to light torch.

6.

Protect the propane hose from damage by:





Keeping torch flame away from hose.
Keeping hose free of kinks.
Not running over hose with equipment.
Not using the hose to lift the cylinder.

7.

A torch flame is difficult to see in daylight, be aware of and keep away from the
flame.

8.

NEVER LEAVE AN OPERATING TORCH UNATTENDED.

9.

Other than the operator, all workers should stay at least 1 metre away from the
torch.

10. Set torch units into support leg position when not in use.
11. To shut off torch, close cylinder valve first, let gas burn out, close torch valve.

12. At the end of the day, disconnect hoses and store properly.
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TOOLS: Welding, Cutting and Burning
Work involving welding, cutting and burning can create fires and breathing hazards for
workers on any job. The following should be considered prior to the start of work.
1.

Always ensure that adequate ventilation is supplied since hazardous fumes
can be created during welding, cutting or burning.

2.

Where other workers may also be exposed to the hazards created by
welding, cutting and burning, they must be alerted to these hazards and
protected by the use of “screens”.

3.

Never start work without proper authorization.

4.

Always have fire fighting equipment on hand before starting.

5.

Check the work area for combustible material and possible flammable
vapours.

6.

A welder should never work alone. A fire or sparks watch should be
maintained.

7.

Protect cables and hoses from slag or sparks.

8.

Never weld or cut lines, drums, tanks, etc. that have been in service without
making sure that all have been purged or other necessary precautions are in
place.

9.

Never enter, weld or cut in a confined space without proper air quality
testing and a qualified safety lookout in place.

10.

When working overhead, use fire resistant materials (blankets, tarps) to
control or contain slag and sparks.

11.

Cutting and welding must not be performed where sparks and cutting slag
will fall on cylinders. Move all cylinders away to one side.

12.

Open all cylinder valves slowly. The wrench used for opening the cylinder
valves should remain on the valve spindle.
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Typical Annual Inspection On A Compressor Frame
The job steps are:
1. Prior to the start of work, perform a joint job site inspection with the
customer’s operations personnel to identify isolation boundaries and
neutralize all sources of energy. Lock out and tag out all isolation
boundaries in accordance with the customer’s permitting procedures.
2. Obtain safe work permits, Job Site Health Analysis, and joint job site
inspection on a daily basis to identify job site hazards and the steps to be
taken to mitigate their impact on the safe performance of the work.
3. Remove compressor frame access doors and visually inspect for foreign
material.
4. Check main bearing, connecting rod bearing and crank thrust clearance
using an indicator, record data.
5. Check auxiliary and chain drive for sprocket teeth undercutting and chain
for excessive stretching.
6. Remove the crosshead guide access covers and inspect the crosshead-to
crosshead guide clearances, record data.
7. Inspect piston rod run-out on each compressor throw, record data.
8. Remove and inspect suction and discharge valves. Torque center bolt
nuts to values listed in the operator’s manual.
9. Remove the cylinder heads.
10. Check all shutdown sensors and end devices for proper operation.
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11. Remove the piston-rod assemblies from cylinders and perform a
micrometer inspection of the cylinder bores, record data.
12. Visually inspect piston-rod assemblies for damage and excessive wear.
13. Remove and replace rod packing, piston rings and rider bands.
14. Reinstall piston and rod assemblies in each of the cylinders.
15. Reinstall the cylinder heads, set piston to cylinder end clearances and
verify rod run-out.
16. Inspect frame for twist or bending by checking shimming of compressor
feet.
17. Check lubricator box to ensure that oil reaches all points.
18. Check all package bolts including compressor frame hold down bolts, skid
hold down bolts, pulsation vessel and piping bolts for proper torque.
19. Reinstall frame doors and access covers.
20. Clean the crankcase, add new oil and replace oil filter. Note: Customer to
supply all liquids.
21. Circulate oil to ensure that oil reaches all points.
22. Perform start-up procedures.
23. Monitor unit, clean work area and demobilize crew.
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Typical Oil Flush

Generally the oil flush procedure will include:


Disconnecting inlets to the main bearings and flush through cotton
socks at the bearing inlets.



Installing screens with targets at the frame header inlet and outlet.



Decide upon and schedule intermittent shutdowns of the oil flush
process to inspect screens, targets, and socks.



Set up and begin flushing oil.



Flush oil until the cleanliness level is acceptable to Customer
representative.



Remove cotton socks and re-connect the main bearing hoses.



Remove screens and targets.



Clean work area and demobilize.
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Typical Slow Speed Integral Inspection
PRE/JOB, SAFETY ORIENTATION, DISASSEMBLE DATA







Pre job meeting, safety orientation, tool set up
Remove crank case doors, drain fluids, visual inspection, clean crankcase
Crankshaft web deflection, bearing profile, frame pull down
Inspect gear train, record back lash on gears
Compressor rod run out, crosshead clearances
Record readings and discuss with project manager for evaluation

COMPRESSOR END
 Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
 Remove suction head end and suction crank end valves
 Inspect piston head end clearances
 Remove compressor cylinder heads
 Inspect cylinder to piston clearance
 Record reading and discuss with project manager for evaluation
DISASSEMBLY
POWER END





Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Remove piping for head removal
Remove rocker arm assemblies and push rods
Remove fuel valves (send to shop)





Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Remove power heads
Remove oil and water pumps (sent to shop for evaluation)




Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Remove power pistons

PARTS QUALIFICATION




Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Clean and inspect power cylinder heads
Clean and inspect power pistons





Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Remove power rods from pistons and inspect bushings
Clean and inspect power cylinders






Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Inspect cam roller assemblies
Inspect lubrication system
Inspect ignition wiring




Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Replace main bearings




Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Replace master rod bearings

REASSEMBLE




Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Install new rings on pistons and inspect clearances
Install rods on pistons




Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Install power pistons




Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Install power heads and related piping






Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Torque power heads to spec
Install fuel valves and torque to spec
Install push rods and rocker arm assemblies






Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Install water pump and oil pump
Install compressor cylinder heads and valves
Torque compressor cylinder heads to spec

FINAL ASSEMBLY / START UP






Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Clean crankcase
Fill unit with water and repair leaks
Fill unit with oil and run pre-lube
Verify oil getting to all lube points






Job work scope / safety analysis meeting
Start up unit, perform bearing checks as per start up procedure
Monitor unit, repair any leaks, clean up work area
Final inspection - hot web, bearing profile, rod run out, crosshead




Clearances
Monitor unit, clean work area and demobilize crew.
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Typical Repair Of A Slow Speed Intergral
Pre-job / Data Collection



Pre job meeting and safety orientation and JSA
Crankcase inspection, deflections, bg profile, rod run out, clearance checks

Power Disassemble





Remove Piping and tubing – tag
Remove rocker arm assemblies and power heads
Remove power pistons
Remove all pump

Parts Qualification









Inspect gear train
Inspect blower
Remove rods from power pistons
Inspect power piston and dome area
Inspect rocker arm assemblies
Remove and inspect power cylinder liners and inspect seal areas
Inspect cam assembly
Inspect ignition and lube system








Replace main bearings
Replace master rod bearings
Assemble power rods on pistons
Install rings on pistons and inspect clearances
Install power pistons
Install power heads and dress out

Reassemble

Final Assembly and Start Up








Punch list items
Flush oil system
Fill with water and repair leaks
Fill with oil, pre-lube, inspect lube points, start up procedure
Bearing check at time intervals
Monitor unit, clean work area, hot web deflection
Demobilization
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Typical Repair Of A Slow Speed Engine
Pre-job / Data collection
 Pre job meeting, safety orientation and JSA performed
 Crankcase inspection, deflections, brg. profile, rod run out, clearance
checks
Power Disassemble
 Remove Piping and tubing – tag
 Remove power heads
 Remove power pistons
 Remove all pumps
Parts Qualification
 Inspect drive assemblies and chains
 Remove rods from power pistons
 Inspect power piston and dome area
 Inspect cam assembly
 Inspect ignition and lube system
Reassemble







Replace main bearings
Replace master rod bearings
Assemble power rods on pistons
Install rings on pistons and inspect clearances
Install power pistons
Install power heads and dress out

Final Assembly and Start Up
 Punch list items
 Flush oil system
 Fill with water and repair leaks
 Fill with oil, pre-lube, inspect lube points, start up procedure
 Bearing check at time intervals
 Monitor unit, clean work area, hot web deflection
 Demobilization
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Typical Annual Inspection On A High Speed Engine
General
 All personnel will be familiarized with the work area in order to identify any
possible safety hazards.


“Toolbox” safety meetings will be held and JSHA’s will be used and
evaluated each day prior to work commencement.



Inspect daily reports for possible signs of problems that will need to be
addressed during the overhaul.



All fluids will be drained in containment areas supplied by Customer.

Engine Annual Inspection


All fluids will be drained in preparation of inspection.



Visually inspect 25% of main and rod bearings and lift check remainder.



Drain oil from governor and flush.



Fill with fresh oil.



Inspect condition of all linkages and carburetor diaphragms.



Replace power cylinder heads, auxiliary water pump, and main water
pump with exchange units.



Inspect condition of rocker arms, bushing, carburetors, etc.



Visually inspect the condition of the exhaust manifold jugs for possible
replacement needs.



Inspect overall condition of pushrod assemblies, guides, etc



Remove coupling guards. Inspect the alignment of the engine to the driven
component.



Visually inspect the condition of the ignition system.



Prepare unit for start and install doors, etc.



Start unit, balance banks, monitor run conditions.



Monitor unit, clean work area



Demobilization
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Typical Repair Of A Non-Intergral Engine
The following is a work procedure for typical engine repairs and possible hazards
that may be encountered:
Pre Job Inspection & Safety: (Hazard Assessment)
Insure that the unit is locked out, depressurized, and all fluids are drained. Follow all
lock out and tag out procedures that apply. Inform all personal of the Daily Job Scope
and or Tasks. Make a good visual inspection of the unit before starting work in order to
point out any safety concerns. Perform hazard assessment of job daily.
Disassembly Points
The engine will need to be disconnected from the compressor, pump, gearbox,
etc: Follow all industry standards ,and equipment specific methods for
disassemble including rigging, tool choice and usage and, make sure that when
straining or lifting posture is considered
Remove ignition system, valve covers, and all side covers. Be mindful not to
damage electrical components, and to watch out for fluid spills when removing
covers along with posture, slips, and trips when climbing, straining or reaching.
Remove rocker arms. Be aware of handling oily parts that you are lifting /carrying
that are moveable and can rotate in your grasp startling you Be aware of slips;
trips, falls, reaching, climbing, sharp edges and general posture.
Remove all water piping, jumpers, tubing, and hoses. Beware of bending,
stooping, straining, and posture, rigging, sharp edges and fluid presence during
removal.
Remove exhaust manifold sections. (If turbo charged remove turbo’s,
intercooler, waste gates, venture system, and all balance lines.) Beware of
Pinch points, sharp edges, reaching, climbing, straining, slipping, falling, rigging,
and proper hoist usage.
Disconnect all linkages from the carburetors and remove. Remove intake
manifolds. Beware of lifting, rigging, straining, posture, pinch points, slips and
trips.
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Remove outer flywheel cover, flywheel, and inter flywheel cover. (If the unit is
connected to a coupling. The coupling will need to be disconnected in
order for the flywheel housing and flywheel to be removed.) Beware of pinch
points, sharp edges, straining, posture, rigging and lifting techniques.
Remove front pulley, damper, rear pulley, water pump, and front cover.
Watch for sharp edges on stands, nuts, screws, and bridge areas. YOU will need
to watch for sharp edges and pinch points in this task due to limited work space
and heavy parts also slips, straining, posture, and proper tool selection and
usage will need to be considered.
Gear Train
Check and record gear train backlash upon disassembly (making sure that the
crankshaft key is center of the gear being checked to insure no high spots).
You will need to watch for sharp edges and pinch points in this task due to limited
work space and heavy parts use proper tool selection and usage will need to be
considered.
Make a visual inspection of all gears to insure they have not been over heated.
Inspect all teeth, inspect bores for wear, and inspect shafts. You will need to
watch for sharp edges and pinch points in this task due to limited work space and
heavy parts use proper tool selection and usage will need to be considered.
Remove all gears and package to insure they are not damaged. You will need
to watch for sharp edges and pinch points in this task.
Remove inter front cover and gear oilers. Watch for sharp edges on nuts, screws.
You will need to watch for sharp edges and pinch points in this task due to limited
work space and heavy parts also slips, straining, posture, and proper tool
selection and usage will need to be considered.
Check all torque on gear spindles. Beware of pinch points, sharp edges,
straining, and posture.
Upper crankcase
Remove pushrods, head nuts, washers and power heads. Insure proper
tooling is used such as a head puller not a chain. Beware of Pinch points,
sharp edges, reaching, climbing, straining, slipping, falling, rigging, and
proper hoist usage.
Remove bad head studs. (For replacement only.) Use proper tooling. Watch
for particles that may get air born when using air tools in the removal.
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Remove power pistons and rods. Watch for sharp edges, pinch points,
reaching, straining, proper hoist usage and have a spotter to roll the unit to
insure it does not free wheel when pulling pistons. Use a proper piston puller
and lock out procedures.
Remove liners from the unit. Beware of pinch points, sharp edges, straining,
and posture, rigging, lifting techniques and, oily parts upon removal of liners.
Insure proper tooling is used in the removal of liners.
Buff and dye check top liner seal area and lower liner o-ring seal areas.
Insure proper footing and beware of sharp edges, posture and, reaching. Use
proper tooling and cleaning techniques.
Remove cam followers and rollers (Number each roller and housing to
insure its position if it is not going to be replaced.) Remove cam cover,
check camshaft thrust, clearance, and run-out. Remove all cam caps and
remove camshaft. You will need to watch for sharp edges and pinch points in
this task due to limited work space and heavy parts also slips, straining,
posture, and proper tool selection and usage will need to be considered.
Inspect main bearing caps for abnormalities such as wear or fretting in the
bearing areas or in the cap to fit faces. (Remove one (1) stud and check if old
style or new style. Replace if the studs are old style or appear to be stretched.
You will need to watch for sharp edges and pinch points in this task due to
limited work space and heavy parts also straining, and proper tool selection
and usage will need to be considered.
Dye check main bearing caps and saddles in main bearing area. Watch for
sharp edges.
Dye check cam bearing journals and caps. Watch for sharp edges.
Run a precision mandrel through all pedestals to check main bearing bore
alignment after completion of factory torque procedures. YOU will need to
watch for sharp edges and pinch points in this task due to limited work space
and heavy parts also straining.
Micrometer check all main bores. Watch for sharp edges.
Crankshaft
Note: Clean all oil holes. If tee drilled remove plugs, clean, and reinstall. You
will need to watch for sharp edges and heavy parts; proper tool selection and
usage will need to be considered.
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Visually inspect for heavy scratches, abnormal wear patterns, etc:
Dye check and micrometer inspect engine crankshaft to be used. Keep cans
from all types of heat. Use as per the instruction.
Feel around every journal (rods and mains) looking for high spots, etc: Watch
for sharp edges.
Inspect thrust areas Watch for sharp edges.
Inspect crankshaft gear key or pin area.
Note: Watch for sharp edges.
Camshaft
Clean thoroughly, roll and check every lobe and every journal for pitting,
irregular wear, scratches, etc. Watch for sharp edges and pinch points.
Marked followers and rollers should be inspected for wear, pitting, chipping,
etc:
Note: Watch for sharp edges.
Connecting Rods
Visually inspect pin bushings and crank ends Watch for sharp edges and pinch
points
Clean and visually inspect wrist pins, micrometer inspect, pin to bushing
clearance. Watch for sharp edges, pinch points, reaching, straining, and proper
tooling.
Inspect rod bearing caps for abnormalities such as wear or fretting in the bearing
areas or in the cap to fit faces. Check all power rod cap bolt matting faces for
galling. Replace if the bolts and resurface the cap areas as needed.
Note: Beware of pinch points, sharp edges, straining, and posture, rigging, lifting
techniques and, oily parts during the inspection. Insure proper tooling is used.
Oil Pump
Visually inspect end plates, housing, and gears for wear. Watch for sharp edges
and pinch points
Check and record backlash clearance. Watch for sharp edges and pinch points
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Rocker Arm Assemblies
Disassemble, clean all parts, and inspect adjusting screws, rocker levers, oil
tubes, and stands for any damage this is to also include the stand height (check
service bulletin).
Micrometer inspect the bushings and shafts. Note: Watch for sharp edges on
gears and back plate. Proper tool selection and usage will need to be
considered.
Check and record clearance of bushings to shafts before final assembly, replace
as needed. Beware of pinch points, sharp edges and, oily parts during the
inspection.
Replace hydraulic lifters where applicable and true check the push rod. Be aware
of handling oily. Be aware of slips; trips, falls, reaching, climbing, sharp edges
and general posture. Use proper tooling on installation of lifters.
Exhaust Manifolds/Water Manifolds, Power Heads
Pressure test for leaks; tap all holes, blast, and paint. Note: Be cautious when
testing. The unit is under pressure. You may need to consult a supervisor on the
proper procedure.
Replace all thermostats and thermostat seals. Note: Watch for sharp edges.
Proper tool selection and usage will need to be considered.
Rebuild power heads, or replace as needed.
Note. Use caution in the rebuilding of the power heads, due to spring tension and
sharp edges. Use the same precaution as the manifold when pressure testing.
Protect all sealing surfaces from being damaged.
Parts Cleaning
Upon completion of the disassembly and all the inspection are completed, the
parts will need to be cleaned and made ready for the reassembly. Close attention
should be paid in order to insure cleanness of parts and to check for any damage
to parts.
Note: Safety is a key part of this task due to multiple jobs going on at the same
time. This can include air tools (flying objects) hand cleaning (sharp edges or
tools), Chemicals, etc:
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Crankshaft
Note: Clean all oil holes. If tee drilled remove plugs, clean, and reinstall. Note:
use proper tooling; chemicals may be used in the cleaning. Watch for sharp
edges and use proper ppe.
Check radial thickness of main bearings. Note: use proper tooling. Watch for
sharp edges.
Tap all flywheel mounting bolt holes. Be aware of slips, sharp edges and general
posture. Use proper tooling on installation of lifters.
If a new crankshaft is used it will need to be dye checked and micrometer
inspected. Record all readings. The cleaning will be the same. Note: use proper
tooling; chemicals may be used in the cleaning. Watch for sharp edges and use
proper ppe.
Lay crankshaft in bearing shells, check run out on each main journal. . You will
need to watch for sharp edges and pinch points in this task due to limited work
space and heavy parts also slips, straining, posture, and proper tool selection
and usage will need to be considered.
Torque shaft in with plastigage and record bearing clearances. Straining,
posture, and proper tool selection and usage will need to be considered.
Check, set, and record crankshaft thrust. Use new nuts for final assembly of
crankshaft. Install a new crankshaft gear and thrust plate if they were heated and
removed.
You will need to watch for sharp edges and pinch points in this task due to limited
work space. Proper tooling should be used.
Selection and usage will need to be considered.
Check counter weight torque on all crankshaft throws. (If it applies) Beware of
Pinch points, sharp edges, straining, slipping, and proper tool usage.
Always install a new vibration damper during major overhauls and or crankshaft
changes.
Run web deflection (with crankshaft lying in caps) before installation of power
rods and pistons.
Note: Caution should be taken during installation of the crankshaft. Insure all
studs are protected from the shaft. Insure all personal understands the task.
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Watch hands, fingers and parts when laying crankshaft and performing all
clearance checks.
Camshaft or Replacement Camshaft
Clean thoroughly, roll and check every lobe and every journal for pitting, irregular
wear, scratches, etc. Note: Watch for pinch points, and sharp edges.
Mark and inspect all followers and rollers You will need to watch for sharp edges
and pinch points in this task due to limited work space. Proper tooling should be
used.
o (Note: If camshaft is reconditioned or new, the camshaft followers
will need to be reconditioned or replaced with new.)
Check all bearing radial and bearing clearance during assembly. Note: Watch for
sharp edges.
Check camshaft run-out in saddles. Install caps and check running clearance.
Note: Watch for pinch points, and sharp edges due to limited work space.
Set and record thrust readings during final assembly. Use proper tooling. Watch
for sharp edges and use proper ppe when installing the gear.
Connecting Rods
Visually inspect pin bushings and crank ends.
Clean and visually inspect wrist pins, micrometer inspect if nothing visual (Omit
this step if new pins are being used) Check clearance by feeler gauge and
record. Note: Beware of pinch points, sharp edges, straining, and posture,
rigging, lifting techniques and, oily parts during this task. Insure proper tooling is
used.
Thoroughly clean and inspect all rod oil passages and balance weight. Beware of
lifting techniques straining, posture, and oily parts during this task. Insure proper
tooling is used.
Check the rod bearing radial thickness Note: Watch for sharp edges.
Use new bolts or nuts for final installation if necessary.
Inspect bolt head or nut face landings on the caps for galling. Resurface as
needed.
Note: Watch for pinch points, heavy objects, air tools, lifting techniques straining,
posture, and oily parts during this task. Insure proper tooling is used.
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Liners/ Pistons/ Rings/ Camshaft and Rollers
Micrometer inspect the pistons and liners record readings. Use proper tooling.
Watch for sharp edges.
Install each ring in a new liner and check end gap and check ring side clearance
on all pistons before installation, record readings. Use proper tooling. Watch for
sharp edges.
Recheck liner micrometer reading after installation to insure the liner is round.
Use proper tooling. Watch for sharp edges.
After installation of power pistons and using proper torque procedure check rod
bearing clearance and rod side clearance. Note: Block the shaft from moving
before installing pistons. Watch for sharp areas and pinch points. This task is a
high caution area. All personal should be informed to the seriousness of this task.
Attention is needed with the liners, and pistons watch for pinch points.
Install the camshaft, check all clearance, set thrust, install cover, and rollers.
Note: Watch for sharp areas and pinch points. This task is a high caution area.
Heavy objects, air tools, lifting techniques straining, posture, and oily parts during
this task. Insure proper tooling is used.
Power Heads
Inspect all head sealing surfaces for damage and cleanness. Note: Watch for sharp
edges, pinch points and, heavy objects. Use proper tooling.
Insure that the head gasket is installed properly and is correct. Note: Watch for
sharp edges.
Install the head making sure that the dowel pins are lined up to the head. Beware
of Pinch points, sharp edges, reaching, climbing, straining, slipping, falling,
rigging, and proper hoist usage.
Install all hardware with lubed threads. Note: Watch for sharp edges.
Snug all bolts, or nuts to insure the head is seated properly. Use proper tooling.
Watch for sharp edges. Use proper PPE.
Exhaust, Intake, and Water Manifolds
Install exhaust manifolds. Make sure that the exhaust gasket is installed
correctly. Beware of Pinch points, sharp edges, reaching, climbing, straining,
slipping, falling, rigging, and proper hoist usage.
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Install the water manifold with new thermostats. Beware of Pinch points, sharp
edges, reaching, climbing, straining, slipping, falling, rigging, and proper hoist
usage.
Install the intake manifolds. Beware of Pinch points, sharp edges, reaching,
climbing, straining, slipping, falling, rigging, and proper hoist usage.
Torque the power heads using the proper factory specification. Torque all other
bolting as required.
Note: Use proper torque procedure for sealing of the head gaskets. Beware of
Pinch points, sharp edges, reaching, climbing, straining, slipping, falling, rigging,
and proper hoist usage.
Rocker Arm Assemblies
Inspect adjusting screws, rocker levers, oil tubes, and stands for any damage this
is to also include the stand height (check service bulletin).
Check and record clearance of bushings to shafts before final assembly.
Replace hydraulic lifters where applicable and true check the push rods.
Note: Watch for sharp edges and pinch points. Use proper tooling.
Gear Train
Inspect all teeth, inspect bores for wear, and inspect shafts, check and record gear
backlash for each gear during final assembly making sure the key is center of the gear
being checked.
Note: Use proper tooling. Beware of Pinch points, sharp edges, reaching,
climbing, straining, slipping, falling, rigging, and proper hoist usage.
Miscellaneous
Install magneto drive, auxiliary drive, governor, prelube pump, ignition system, water
pump, water piping, fuel system etc: Prep unit for start-up. Inspection of all safety and
shutdown systems will need to be completed before the unit is started. The coupling will
need to be inspected and installed this may include the units alignment.
You will need to watch for sharp edges and pinch points in this task due to limited
work space. Proper tooling should be used.
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Test Run
Adjust timing.
Run until all thermostats open.
Check for and correct all oil and water leaks.
Listen for any unusual noises.
Monitor temperatures.
Note: The work area will need to be cleaned and made for safe operating
conditions. Check with an operator or a supervisor for proper cleanup procedure
and disposal of materials. All nessary PPE due to noise, heat ,fluids, etc: should
be worn.
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Crane Safety
Only trained operators are permitted to operate cranes.
Prior to operating crane inspect equipment daily. Do not operate crane if workings are
worn or in disrepair. Replace worn parts immediately.
Operator must know the load capacity. Any loads that exceed the crane’s limits should
not be moved.
If the brakes fail to hold, slowly lower the load and report the situation immediately and
do not operate the crane until repairs have been made.
Control buttons and switches should have a label indicating their function. Test each
one to ensure it works properly, releases immediately and doesn’t stick.
Clear a path. Prior to moving a load, clear the crane’s path of any obstacles and
people.
All cabs must carry fire extinguishers.
Use caution. Operators must know the location and voltage of overhead power lines.
De-energize the lines and erect insulated barriers before work starts.
Exercise caution when moving on uneven ground. The crane may bob or weave into
the power line.
Establish a safe travel route under power lines and operate at a slower speed.
If an operator has trouble seeing power lines or clearance while moving the crane a
signal person should be on guard.
Workers should not be around the crane when in close proximity to power lines.
Operator should be on the lookout for unusual noises and jerky movements.
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Emergency response preardness. Operators and site workers should know what to do
in case of electrical, mechanical or power failures.
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Head, Eye, Foot, and Hand Protection
In order to protect the health and welfare of each employee, appropriate protective
equipment (PPE) is required in areas where there may be a risk of injury or exposure to
hazardous substances or conditions.
Each supervisor has the responsibility to protect his/her employees from injury.
Hazards should be evaluated, controlled or eliminated if possible, prior to the start of
any work where hazards have been identified. If hazards may not be eliminated, then
guards and protective equipment should be utilized to ensure the safety of employees.
A Job Safety Analysis (JSA) should be completed to identify potential hazards and
methods of their elimination.
The supervisor must determine, based on the JSA, the correct PPE necessary to
perform work activities in a safe manner.
Each supervisor is responsible for ensuring that employees wear the required PPE.
Each individual is responsible for wearing his/her required PPE as identified by the JSA.
Each individual is responsible for maintaining and storing his/her PPE in a clean and
sanitary condition.
Each individual must ensure that his/her PPE is in good operating condition before
wearing it.
Each individual needs to communicate to his/her supervisor any unforeseen hazards
requiring additonal PPE.
Each individual needs to report to his/her supervisor any defective PPE or need for
replacement.
Head Protection
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Head injuries are commonly caused by impact from falling or flying objects, and falling
or walking into hard objects. PPE devices such as hard hats may protect you from
objects falling on your head and, in a limited way, from electrical shock or burns. Hard
hats should be worn in areas where there is potential for head injuries.
Eye and Face Protection
Eye protection should always be worn where there is potential for injury to the eyes or
face from small particles, toxic chemicals, flying objects or particles, large objects,
thermal or radiation hazards, and lasers. According to the types of and extent of
hazards, different PPE should be worn. PPE for the face and eyes includes devices
such as safety glasses, goggles, and face shields. These must always remain clean and
free of contaminants.
Foot Protection
Injuries that may occur when the proper footwear is not worn are chemical and heat
burns from spills and splashes of acids and caustics, compression injuries, electrical
shocks, and slipping. Wearing the proper footwear is therefore, very important when
working in areas where physical and chemical hazards are present. Close-toed shoes
must always be worn in laboratory areas where chemicals are present.
Hand Protection
Selecting the proper gloves is very important since it is our hands that are often used to
handle hazardous materials. These materials usually consist of caustic or toxic
chemicals, biological substances, electrical sources, or extremely cold or hot objects
that may irritate or burn your hands. In addition, traumatic injuries such as cuts, sprains
and punctures may also occur. With the wide range of hazards, there also exists a wide
range of gloves that may be used as PPE. It is important to know that not all gloves are
protective against all chemicals. To choose the proper chemical resistance gloves for a
specific chemical, available Internet sources includes Glove Chemical Resistance and
Barrier Guide (Kleenguard), and Glove Chemical Resistance Guide (Best
Manufacturing).
Hearing Protection
Exposure to high levels of noise may result in hearing loss. PPE should be worn when
the noise level is 85 decibels or greater averaged over an 8-hour period of time. Popular
types of hearing protection devices include earmuffs and foam earplugs.
Respiratory Protection
Respirators are used to prevent the exposure to air contaminated with harmful dusts,
fogs, fumes, mists, gases, smokes, sprays, or vapors. All respirator usage, which
includes disposable respirators, air purifying respirators, and air supplied respirators,
require annual fit testing and training prior to use.
Body Protection
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Protective clothing, such as lab coats, should be worn when handling hazardous
materials. This will prevent the contamination of skin and clothing. Flame Retardant
Clothing may be required in certain locations.
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Risk Assessment / JSA
A hazard/risk assessment is a systematic examination of a task, job or process that is
carried out prior to beginning a task.
Risk assessments (JSAs) shall be carried out by trained, experienced and competent
employees.
Employees and/or subcontractors shall be acitively involved in the hazard identification
process.
Hazards identified shall be reviewed with all employees involved in the task and others
who may be working in the vicinity of the work area.
The JSA shall be used for routine and non-routine activities as well as new processes,
changes in operation, and services as applicable. There are 8 steps to complete a risk
assessment:
1) Identify the Hazards
A hazard is a situation or a condition with the potential for harm!
Find out what significant hazards associated with the task or
processes are. Look for the hazards that you could reasonably
expect to result in significant harm, for example; slipping and
tripping hazards from poorly maintained floors, fire hazards from
flammable materials, etc.
2) Identify Those At Risk
Think about individuals or groops of people who may be affected
(e.g. office staff, maintenance personnel, members of the public,
machine operators). Particular attention must be paid to disabled
staff, lone workers, temporary staff and young inexperienced
workers.
3) Identify Existing Control Measures
Examine how the risks are already controled. Decide if those
existing control proceedures are adequate, and to evaluate the risk,
complete a risk ranking which will determine the residual risk.
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4) Evaluate the Risk
A risk is defined as the likelihood that a hazard will cause harm.
5) Decide/Implement Control Measures
If the risk is not adequately controlled decide which new control
procedures are required and ensure these procedures are
implemented. The control measures are the actions performed to
reduce either the probability of the accident happening or the
severity of the outcome.
When considering what measures to put in place it is important to
consider both seveerity and likelihood, in order to minimize the
overall risk.
When deciding what new control measures will be required, it is
helpful to work through the ‘hierachy’ of controls. The hierachy is as
follows:







Elimination – get rid of the risk altogether
Substitution – exchange one risk for something less likely
to be severe
Physical Controls – separation/isolation, eliminate contact
with the hazard
Administrative Controls – safe systems of work, rules in
place to ensure safe use/contact with hazard
Information, Instruction, Training & Supervision – warn
people of hazard and tell/show/help employees how to deal
with it
Personal Protective Equipment – dress employees
appropriately to reduce severity of accident

Control measures should be practical and easy to understand (what
to do and why they are doing it), applicable to the hazard, able to
reduce the risk to acceptable levels, acceptable to the workforce
and easy to operate.
After new control procedures are implemented, then re-rank the
risks as above to determine the new residual risk, aim to get the
risk to as low as is reasonably practicable unitl it is at a tolerable
level.
6) Record Assessment
Assessments shall be documented and send to the safety
department for record keeping.
7) Monitor and Review
Assessments shall be reviewed by the safety department to ensure
that control measures are achieving the desired level of control.
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8) Inform
Findings of the assessments shall be relayed to everyone affected.
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Stop Work Authority
Managers are responsible to ensure that all employees and sub-contractors are trained
on Stop Work Authority before initial assignments.
Supervisors are responsible to create a culture where Stop Work Authority is exercised
freely.
Employees shall wear the proper PPE during operations; shall properly maintain and
safely operate all equipment; and shall keep work area clean and free of clutter.
Employees must understand that exercising Stop Work Authority is not only a right but it
is also an individual responsibility and there will be no repercussiions to anyone
exercising Stop Work Authority.
When an unsafe condition is identified the Stop Work Authority intervention will be
initiated, coordinated through the supervisor, and initiated in a positive manner.
All affected personnel and supervision shall be notified.
The issue shall be corrected and work resumed when safe to do so.
It is the desired outcome of an Stop Work intervention that the identified safety
concern(s) have been addressed to the satisfaction of all involved persons prior to the
resumption of work.
Most issues can be adequately resolved in a timely manner at the job site; occasionally
an additional investigation and corrective action(s) may be required to identify and
address root causes.
No work will resume until all Stop Work issues and concerns have been adequately
addressed.
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Fitness For Duty
Employees who are sent to work under a Customer’s operational control must be
physically capable of performing their job function.
This includes a pre-employment physical for employees.
To meet this responsibility, employees are trained to:


understand, implement and enforce the company’s safety program.



perform their assigned duties in an efficient and safe manner.



follow safe work parctices and procedures.



use and maintain their PPE in a clean and safe manner and keep them in good
working condition.



know and comply with the company’s Drug & Alcohol Plan.



notify a supervisor when the employee is taking medication, both prescription
and nonprescription, that could impair his/her ability to work safely.

Employees shall be medically examined to ensure they are fit for duty and physicall
capable of performing all aspects of their job.
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Heat Illness Prevention
Heat illness is a serious medical condition resulting from the body’s inability to cope with
a particular heat load and includes heat cramps, heat exhaustion, heat syncope, and
heat stroke.
Following are ways to prevent Heat Illnesses on the job:
Canopies, umbrellas, and other temporary structures or devices may be used to provide
shade. Shades are not adequate when heat in the area of shade defeats the purpose
of the shade, which is to allow the body to cool.
It is the responsibility of each individual employee to recognize his/her limitations and
the warning signs from the body to know when it is time to stop working and seek shade
and assistance.
All affected employees working on job tasks where environmental risk factors for heat
illness are present and their supervisors will receive initial training on preventing and
responding to heat illness initially and annually before working in heat.
Employees should consume small amounts of water (up to 4 cups per hour) frequently
when the environmental risk factors for heat illness are present.
Employees should take preventative recovery periods whenever necessary in adequate
shaded areas.
Emergency medical services must be contacted in the event medical assistance is
required.
Employees should report heat related illness symptoms to their supervisor.
Tips for Treating Heat-Related Illnesses
HEAT STROKE
Heat Stroke happens when the body can no longer control its
temperature. The body’s temperature rises fast. The body cannot sweat and is unable
to cool itself. Warning signs include red, hot, dry skin; very high body temperature,
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dizziness, nausea, confusion, strange behavior or unconsciousness, rapid pulse or
throbbing headache. Heat Stroke can cause death or disability if treatment is not given.

What To DO:






Get medical help quickly.
Get the victim to a shady area.
Cool the person off with a cool shower, garden hose, etc.
Do not give the victim fluids to drink.
If emergency medical personnel are delayed, call the hospital for further
instructions.

HEAT EXHAUSTION Heat exhaustion is a milder illness that happens when the body
has lost too much water and salt in sweat. Warning signs include heavy sweating,
cramps, headache, nausea or vomiting, paleness, tiredness, weakness, dizziness and
fainting. If heat exhaustion is not treated, it can turn into heat stroke. Get medical help
if the symptoms are severe or if the victim has heart problems or high blood pressure.
Help the victim cool off with:






cool, nonalcoholic beverages,
rest, lying down,
cool shower, bath or sponge bath,
air-Conditioning,
lightweight clothing.

HEAT CRAMPS Heat cramps are muscle pains and spasms due to heavy activity.
They usually involve the stomach muscles or the legs. It is generally thought that the
loss of water and salt from heavy sweating causes the cramps. If you have heart
problems or are on a low-sodium diet, get medical attention for heat cramps.
What to DO:





Stop. Sit quietly in a cool place.
Drink clear juice or a sports beverage.
Rest for a few hours to avoid heat exhaustion or heat stroke.
Get medical help if heat cramps do not stop after one hour.

SUNBURN Sunburn is when skin becomes red, painful and usually warm after being
in the sun. Sunburn should be avoided because it damages the skin and could lead to
more serious illness.
Wha to DO:



See a doctor if the sunburn affects an infant uounger than one year old or if the
victim has fever, blisters or severe pain.
Stay out of the sun.
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Bathe the sunburned area with cool water.
Use moisturizing lotion on sunburn; do not use salve, butter or ointment.
Do NOT break blisters.
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Work Place Violence
PURPOSE:
This policy is intended to enhance the safety and welfare of employees,
customers, visitors, etc. by establishing a zero-tolerance for workplace violence and
threats and prohibiting all weapons from Company premises and all customer work
sites.
POLICY:
Company prohibited conduct includes, but is not limited to:
 Injuring another person physically;
 Engaging in behavior that creates a reasonable fear of injury in another
person;
 Engaging in behavior that subjects another individual to extreme
emotional distress;
 Possessing, brandishing, or using a weapon while on Company premises
or engaged in Company business;
 Damaging property intentionally;
 Threatening to injure an individual or damage property; and
 Committing injurious acts motivated by, or related to, domestic violence or
sexual harassment.
Employees are allowed to defend themselves from the attacks of others,
however if their prior actions are responsible for the attack, then they are subject to
discipline also.
All weapons (firearms, knives, bombs, etc.) are strictly prohibited from Company
premises including any buildings, property, or parking lots owned or leased by
Company. In addition to protect the reputation of Company, no employee may have
weapons on customer property or in customer facilities at any time.
Pocket knives used for work purposes are permitted provided their blade is less
than 3” long.
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PROCEDURE:
Company employees should never hesitate to call the police or building security
if confronted with a potentially violent situation. An employee must never attempt to
physically restrain or physically remove a threatening or violent individual by
himself/herself. Violent, threatening, or harassing behavior must always be reported to
your Manager and Security. This includes presence of strangers in your work area or
the presence of any suspicious packages. In the event of an armed robbery, comply
with the robber’s demands, including demands for any company money or property.
Company Human Resources will investigate any reported violence, harassment
or threats committed on Company premises in conjunction with the appropriate
company’s operational supervsion. Any employee found in violation of this policy is
subject to immediate disciplinary action up to and including termination. Company will
seek the prosecution of all of those who engage in violence on its premises or against
its employees while they are engaged in company business.
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Marine Transfer
The safe operation of a vessel is the exclusive duty of the captain and owner of the
vessel.
The captain of the vessel will refuse to allow persons not adhering to the PDF rules to
board a vessel.
Personnel baskets used to transfer people to and from rigs, platforms, and boats must
be designed for and in a condition suitable for the intended purpose (API RP 2D).
Each personnel basket must contain a stainless steel certification tag provided by the
manufacturer.
A tag line must be used on all personnel baskets.
Riggers must not get beneath the basket to retrieve a tag line. If necessary, hooks or
other devices should be used to retrieve tag lines.
All personnel transported on a personnel basket must wear a PFD and hard hat.
For the Billy Pugh collapsible basket, personnel will stand on the outer rim facing in
toward the basket; luggage must be positioned in the center of the basket, not stacked,
to avoid unexpected shifts.
For the X-904, grab the outer ropes, step onto the basket, and position your feet as
indicated by painted footprints on the basket floor.
NOTE: Do not attach the quick-release safety lanyard until you step into the basket.
Place small, hand-carried items in the center of the basket.
Carry nothing in your hands, and do not wear gloves.
Keep knees flexed, with one foot on the ring of the basket and one foot on the deck.
Pass arms through the netting and cross them for a more secure grip.
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Be ready for the unexpected.
Balance the load by spacing passengers evenly on the basket.
Should the basket contact the boat at the top of a swell, DO NOT STEP OFF, as you
could fall as the boat drops away from you.
Should the basket contact the boat as it is rising on a swell, be prepared tor a sudden
jar.
The basket should contact the boat at the bottom of a swell. As it does, flex your knees
with one foot on the ring of the basket and be ready to place the other on the deck. As
slack appears on the basket, step off quickly and get clear of it.
Do not lean inward on landing. You could lose your balance and fall into the basket or
be struck by the headache ball.
Heavy material will be transferred in a cargo box or cargo basket.
Swing Rope Guidelines
When transferring luggage, materials, and equipment from boat to dock, use a materials
basket with the crane. If this is not possible, pass items to the deckhand before
transferring to the boat, then have the deckhand pass the material to you when you are
on the dock.
DO NOT wear gloves.
When transferring from the structure to a boat, time your swing so that your feet land on
the boat deck as it completes its rise. Before you swing, watch the boat as it rises with
the wave, timing your action.
When transferring from a boat to a structure, time your swing so that you leave the boat
just as it dips down from the highest point in the wave.
Grab the knotted rope high enough to clear the structure’s catwalk when the boat is on
top of a swell, in most cases, the appropriate palce to grab the rope is just above the
middle knot or at eye level.
Release the rope for the next person after landing.
Be alert and help the next person make a safe landing.
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Helicopter Safety
When working around helicopters, it is necessary to adhere to the specified safety
guidelines:
Personnel should always approach the aircraft with the rotors spinning at a 45-degree
angle and only after making eye contact with the pilot.
The rotor spins at such high speeds that it is not visible. The rotor is one of the most
severe hazards to personnel working around helicopters, and its danger cannot be
overemphasized.

Warnings: Use EXTREME CAUTION when approaching helicopters
with their rotors spinning.
NEVER walk around the tail rotor, cross under
the tail boom, or go beyond the baggage
compartment door of the helicopter.

Notifly the dispatcher if you are a first-time passenger.
Smoking, chewing tobacco, and use of snuff are prohibited onboard aircraft.
Wear hearing protection – either earplugs or earmuffs.
Securely fasten and wear an inflatable personal flotation device (PDF) aboard the
aircraft as provided by the pilot.
Warning: NEVER inflate the aviation life jacket
inside the aircraft.
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